Ayzzeocrait's background

Ayzzeocrait knew he was meant for something great from a very young age. He was different than the flock he was hatched with:
we had highly keen senses and exceptional charisma. The first book to mention him by name is more than four hundred years old:
as the leader of a gang of young whites, he regularly looted settlements on the Frosty Coast. He didn't do it for passion or because
his blood was boiling his rage: while his brethren razed the unfortunate villages, he was standing on a nearby cliff, analyzing their
behavior, learning their attack patterns. Their frenzy didn't last long: the wizards of the Cold Stove took care of them with the help
of two adult silver dragons.
It is said that Ayzzeocrait was fatally wounded and crashed into the icy sea and, as has long been thought, died...
He returned more than a hundred years later, and his revenge was cruel. He was no longer leading dragons. With his undead
army, he destroyed the mage tower and razed the academy of the Cold Stove to the ground in a matter of hours. There were no
survivors. The chronicles mention him only as Icedoom from this moment.
After that, he turned all his cold attention to the silver dragons. He destroyed dozens of their nests, killed their younglings,
hunted down adults. He soon became the dreaded lord of the Frosty Coast, ruling over mortals and dragons alike.
His reputation has kept attracting all sorts of evildoers to join his army ever since, testing their powers on skirmishes with the
neighboring kingdoms and city-states. The leaders of these unfortunate regions keep asking for help from their so-called allies, but
none has arrived yet.
The origins of Ayzzeocrait's power have long been shrouded in obscurity. However, the last survivor of an adventurer party told
interesting things about a sanctum hidden among icebergs, guarded by an army of undead and a skeletal white dragon...

About Adult White Dragons in general

A white dragon has feral eyes, a sleek profile, and a spined crest. The scales of a wyrmling white dragon glisten pure white. As the
dragon ages, its sheen disappears and some of its scales begin to darken, so that by the time it is old, it is mottled by patches of
pale blue and light gray. This patterning helps the dragon blend into the realms of ice and stone in which it hunts, and to fade from
view when it soars across a cloud-filled sky.
Primal and Vengeful. White dragons lack the cunning and tactics of most other dragons. However, their bestial nature makes
them the best hunters among all dragonkind, singularly focused on surviving and slaughtering their enemies. A white dragon
consumes only food that has been frozen, devouring creatures killed by its breath weapon while they are still stiff and frigid. It
encases other kills in ice or buries them in snow near its lair, and finding such a larder is a good indication that a white dragon
dwells nearby.
A white dragon also keeps the bodies of its greatest enemies as trophies, freezing corpses where it can look upon them and
gloat. The remains of giants, remorhazes, and other dragons are often positioned prominently within a white dragon's lair as
warnings to intruders.
Though only moderately intelligent, white dragons have extraordinary memories. They recall every slight and defeat, and have
been known to conduct malicious vendettas against creatures that have offended them. This often includes silver dragons, which
lair in the same territories as whites. White dragons can speak as all dragons can, but they rarely talk unless moved to do so.
Lone Masters. White dragons avoid all other dragons except whites of the opposite sex. Even then, when white dragons seek
each other out as mates, they stay together only long enough to conceive offspring before fleeing into isolation again.
White dragons can't abide rivals near their lairs. As a result, a white dragon attacks other creatures without provocation, viewing
such creatures as either too weak or too powerful to live. The only creatures that typically serve a white dragon are intelligent
humanoids that demonstrate enough strength to assuage the dragon's wrath, and can put up with sustaining regular losses as a
result of its hunger. This includes dragon-worshiping kobolds, which are commonly found in their lairs.
Powerful creatures can sometimes gain a white dragon's obedience through a demonstration of physical or magical might. Frost
giants challenge white dragons to prove their own strength and improve their status in their clans, and their cracked bones litter
many a white dragon's lair. However, a white dragon defeated by a frost giant often becomes its servant, accepting the mastery of a
superior creature in exchange for asserting its own domination over the other creatures that serve or oppose the giant.
Treasure Under Ice. White dragons love the cold sparkle of ice and favor treasure with similar qualities, particularly diamonds.
However, in their remote arctic climes, the treasure hoards of white dragons more often contain walrus and mammoth tusk ivory,
whale-bone sculptures, figureheads from ships, furs, and magic items seized from overly bold adventurers.
Loose coins and gems are spread across a white dragon's lair, glittering like stars when the light strikes them. Larger treasures
and chests are encased in layers of rime created by the white dragon's breath, and held safe beneath layers of transparent ice. The
dragon's great strength allows it to easily access its wealth, while lesser creatures must spend hours chipping away or melting the
ice to reach the dragon's main hoard.
A white dragon's flawless memory means that it knows how it came to possess every coin, gem, and magic item in its hoard, and
it associates each item with a specific victory. White dragons are notoriously difficult to bribe, since any offers of treasure are seen
as an insult to their ability to simply slay the creature making the offer and seize the treasure on their own.

Otherwordly Patron: The Undead
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Ayzzeocrait had made a pact with Kallop'nod, the ancient god-like dracolich: a deathless being, a creature that defies the cycle of
life and death, forsaking its mortal shell so it might eternally pursue its unfathomable ambitions. For such beings, time and
morality are fleeting things, the concerns of those for whom grains of sand still rush through life’s hourglass. Having once been
mortal themselves, these ancient undead know firsthand the paths of ambition and the routes past the doors of death. They
eagerly share this profane knowledge, along with other secrets, with those who work their will among the living.

Ayzzeocrait, the Icedoom
Adult White Dragon

Actions

Huge dragon, chaotic evil, 15th level warlock

Multiattack. The dragon can use its Frightful Presence.
It then makes three attacks: one with its bite and two
with its claws.

Armor Class 19 (natural armor)
Hit Points 449 (31d12 + 248)
Speed 40 ft., burrow 30 ft., fly 80 ft., swim 40 ft.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

22 (+6) 10 (+0) 26 (+8) 16 (+3) 14 (+2) 26 (+8)
Saving Throws Dex +8, Con +16, Wis +10, Cha +16
Skills Perception +18, Stealth +8
Damage Immunities cold
Senses blindsight 60 ft., darkvision 120 ft., passive
Perception 28
Languages Common, Draconic
Challenge 26 (90,000 XP)
Proficiency Bonus +8

Ice Walk. The dragon can move across and climb icy
surfaces without needing to make an ability check.
Additionally, difficult terrain composed of ice or snow
doesn't cost it extra movement.
Legendary Resistance (3/Day). If the dragon fails a saving
throw, it can choose to succeed instead.
Innate Spellcasting. The dragon's innate spellcasting
ability is Charisma (spell save DC 24, +16 to hit with
spell attacks). It can innately cast the following spells,
requiring no material components, 1/day each:
slow, ice storm, polymorph, cone of cold, hold
monster, wall of ice, plane shift, clone
Pact Magic. The dragon is a 15th-level warlock, uses
Charisma as its spellcasting ability (spell save DC 24,
+16 to hit with spell attacks).
It can cast the following cantrips (at will):

eldritch blast, frostbite, mind sliver, minor illusion
It has three 5th level spell slots, and it can cast the
following spells:

counterspell , dispel magic, blight, charm monster,
dimension door, greater invisibility, cloudkill,
enervation, far step, hold monster, mislead, negative
energy flood, synaptic static
Mystic Arcanum. The dragon can cast the following
arcanum spells each once per long rest without
expending a spell slot:

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +14 to hit, reach 10 ft.,
one target. Hit: 39 (6d10 + 6) piercing damage plus
10 (1d8 + 6) cold damage.
Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: +14 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hit: 27 (6d6 + 6) slashing damage.
Tail. Melee Weapon Attack: +14 to hit, reach 15 ft., one
target. Hit: 33 (6d8 + 6) bludgeoning damage.
Frightful Presence. Each creature of the dragon's choice
that is within 120 feet of the dragon and aware of it
must succeed on a DC 17 Wisdom saving throw or
become frightened for 1 minute. A creature can repeat
the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending
the effect on itself on a success. If a creature's saving
throw is successful or the effect ends for it, the
creature is immune to the dragon's Frightful Presence
for the next 24 hours.
Cold Breath (Recharge 5–6). The dragon exhales an icy
blast in a 60-foot cone. Each creature in that area must
make a DC 22 Constitution saving throw, taking 148
(33d8) cold damage on a failed save, or half as much
damage on a successful one.

Legendary Actions
The dragon can take 3 legendary actions, choosing
from the options below. Only one legendary action can
be used at a time and only at the end of another
creature's turn. The dragon regains spent legendary
actions at the start of its turn.
Detect. The dragon makes a Wisdom (Perception)
check.
Tail Attack. The dragon makes a tail attack.
Wing Attack (Costs 2 Actions). The dragon beats its
wings. Each creature within 10 feet of the dragon
must succeed on a DC 22 Dexterity saving throw or
take 27 (6d6 + 6) bludgeoning damage and be
knocked prone. The dragon can then fly up to half its
flying speed.

circle of death, forcecage, dominate monster

GENERAL FEATURES
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Warlock Features
Form of Dread. The dragon manifests an aspect of its
patron’s dreadful power. As a bonus action, it
transforms for 1 minute. It gains the following benefits
while transformed:
It gains temporary hit points equal to 1d10 + 15.
Once during each of its turns, when it hits a creature
with an attack roll, it can force it to make a Wisdom
saving throw, and if the saving throw fails, the target
is frightened of it until the end of its next turn.
It is immune to the frightened condition.
The dragon can transform 8 times, and regains all
expended uses when finishes a long rest.

Grave Touched. The dragon's patron’s powers have a
profound effect on its body and magic. The dragon
doesn’t need to eat, drink, or breathe.
In addition, once during each of its turns, when hits a
creature with an attack roll and roll damage against the
creature, it can replace the damage type with necrotic
damage. While it is using its Form of Dread, it can roll
one additional damage die when determining the
necrotic damage the target takes.
Necrotic Husk. The dragon's connection to undeath and
necrotic energy now saturates its body. It has
resistance to necrotic damage. If it is transformed
using its Form of Dread, it instead becomes immune to
necrotic damage.
In addition, when it would be reduced to 0 hit points, it
can use its reaction to drop to 1 hit point instead and
cause its body to erupt with deathly energy. Each
creature of its choice that is within 30 feet of it takes
necrotic damage equal to 2d10 + 15. It then gain 1
level of exhaustion. Once the dragon uses this
reaction, it can’t do so again until it finish 1d4 long
rests.

Spirit Projection. The dragon's spirit can become
untethered from its physical form. As an action, it can
project its spirit from its body. The body it leave
behind is unconscious and in a state of suspended
animation.
Its spirit resembles its mortal form in almost every way,
replicating its game statistics but not its possessions.
Any damage or other effects that apply to its spirit or
physical body affects the other. Its spirit can remain
outside its body for up to 1 hour or until its
concentration is broken (as if concentrating on a spell).
When its projection ends, its spirit returns to its body
or its body magically teleports to its spirit’s space (the
dragon's choice).

While projecting its spirit, the dragon gains the
following benefits:
Its spirit and body gain resistance to bludgeoning,
piercing, and slashing damage.
When it cast a spell of the conjuration or
necromancy school, the spell doesn’t require verbal
or somatic components or material components that
lack a gold cost.
It has a flying speed equal to its walking speed and
can hover.
It can move through creatures and objects as if they
were difficult terrain, but it take 1d10 force damage
if it end its turn inside a creature or an object.
While it is using its Form of Dread, once during each
of its turns when it deal necrotic damage to a
creature, it regain hit points equal to half the amount
of necrotic damage dealt.
Once it uses this feature, the dragon can’t do so
again until it finish a long rest.

Pact Boon
Pact of the Talisman. Kallop'nod gave Ayzzeocrait an
amulet, a talisman that can aid the wearer when the
need is great. When the wearer fails an ability check,
they can add a d4 to the roll, potentially turning the roll
into a success. This benefit can be used a number of
times equal to its proficiency bonus, and all expended
uses are restored when it finish a long rest.

Eldritch Invocations
Agonizing Blast. When the dragon casts eldritch blast, it
can add its Charisma modifier to the damage it deals
on a hit.
Bond of the Talisman. While someone else is wearing
the talisman, the dragon can use its action to teleport
to the unoccupied space closest to them, provided the
two of them are on the same plane of existence. The
wearer of the talisman can do the same thing, using
their action to teleport to the dragon. The teleportation
can be used 8 times, and all expended uses are
restored when the dragon finishes a long rest.
Eldritch Mind. The dragon has advantage on
Constitution saving throws that it makes to maintain its
concentration on a spell.
Eldritch Sight. The dragon can cast detect magic at will,
without expending a spell slot.
Eldritch Spear. When the dragon casts eldritch blast, its
range is 300 feet.
Shroud of Shadow. The dragon can cast invisibility at
will, without expending a spell slot.
Witch Sight. The dragon can see the true form of any
shapechanger or creature concealed by illusion or
transmutation magic while the creature is within 30
feet of it and within line of sight.
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WARLOCK FEATURES

A White Dragon's Lair

White dragons lair in icy caves and deep subterranean
chambers far from the sun. They favor high mountain vales
accessible only by flying, caverns in cliff faces, and
labyrinthine ice caves in glaciers. White dragons love vertical
heights in their caverns, flying up to the ceiling to latch on
like bats or slithering down icy crevasses.
A legendary white dragon's innate magic deepens the cold
in the area around its lair. Mountain caverns are fast frozen
by the white dragon's presence. A white dragon can often
detect intruders by the way the keening wind in its lair
changes tone.
A white dragon rests on high ice shelves and cliffs in its
lair, the floor around it a treacherous morass of broken ice
and stone, hidden pits, and slippery slopes. As foes struggle
to move toward it, the dragon flies from perch to perch and
destroys them with its freezing breath.

Regional Effects
The region containing a legendary white dragon's
lair is warped by the dragon's magic, which creates
one or more of the following effects:
Chilly fog lightly obscures the land within 6
miles of the dragon's lair.
Freezing precipitation falls within 6 miles of the
dragon's lair, sometimes forming blizzard
conditions when the dragon is at rest.
Icy walls block off areas in the dragon's lair.
Each wall is 6 inches thick, and a 10-foot
section has AC 5, 15 hit points, vulnerability to
fire damage, and immunity to acid, cold,
necrotic, poison, and psychic damage.
If the dragon wishes to move through a wall, it
can do so without slowing down. The portion of
the wall the dragon moves through is
destroyed, however.

Lair Actions
On initiative count 20 (losing initiative ties), the
dragon takes a lair action to cause one of the
following effects; the dragon can't use the same
effect two rounds in a row:
Freezing fog fills a 20-foot-radius sphere
centered on a point the dragon can see within
120 feet of it. The fog spreads around corners,
and its area is heavily obscured. Each creature in
the fog when it appears must make a DC 10
Constitution saving throw, taking 10 (3d6) cold
damage on a failed save, or half as much damage
on a successful one. A creature that ends its turn
in the fog takes 10 (3d6) cold damage. A wind of
at least 20 miles per hour disperses the fog. The
fog otherwise lasts until the dragon uses this lair
action again or until the dragon dies.
Jagged ice shards fall from the ceiling, striking up
to three creatures underneath that the dragon
can see within 120 feet of it. The dragon makes
one ranged attack roll (+7 to hit) against each
target. On a hit, the target takes 10 (3d6)
piercing damage.
The dragon creates an opaque wall of ice on a
solid surface it can see within 120 feet of it. The
wall can be up to 30 feet long, 30 feet high, and
1 foot thick. When the wall appears, each
creature within its area is pushed 5 feet out of
the wall's space; appearing on whichever side of
the wall it wants. Each 10-foot section of the wall
has AC 5, 30 hit points, vulnerability to fire
damage, and immunity to acid, cold, necrotic,
poison, and psychic damage. The wall disappears
when the dragon uses this lair action again or
when the dragon dies.

If the dragon dies, the fog and precipitation fade
within 1 day. The ice walls melt over the course of
1d10 days.

LAIR FEATURES
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